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Who can be a candidate?
All SABER members who have been active in the organization recently* are eligible to run for office. In addition, it is expected that officers are engaged in work that supports the mission of SABER for the duration of their elected position. Candidate will be asked to explain how professional position/activities/contributions are related to mission of SABER in their nomination submission.

Note: *Anyone who has attended at least three of the last six Annual Meetings is considered recently active in the organization

How does someone become a candidate for a SABER leadership position?
Nomination is a self-nomination process. You can nominate yourself using the Nomination Form.

Who can vote?
All SABER members in good standing are eligible to vote. Members are in good standing if their membership fee is current.

How do I know if I am a current SABER member?
Find directions for checking your membership status here.

What is the minimum and maximum number of candidates for each position?
- There must be at least two candidates for each office placed on the ballot
- There is no maximum number of candidates; all valid nominations received by the Nominating Committee will be included in the Final Slate of Candidates.

Dates
- May 15-June 1- nominations open
- June 1- deadline to submit self-nominations
- June 5-June 30 voting by members in good standing
- July 5 announce election results